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Abstract
In today’s globalized world, companies are faced with numerous and continuously changing legal requirements. To ensure that these companies are compliant with legal regulations, law and consulting
firms use open legal data published by governments worldwide. With this data pool growing
rapidly, the complexity of legal research is strongly increasing. Despite this fact, only few
research papers consider the application of information systems in the legal domain. Against this
backdrop, we pro-pose a knowledge management (KM) system that aims at supporting legal research
processes. To this end, we leverage the potentials of text mining techniques to extract valuable
information from legal documents. This information is stored in a graph database, which enables us
to capture the relation-ships between these documents and users of the system. These relationships
and the information from the documents are then fed into a recommendation system which aims at
facilitating knowledge trans-fer within companies. The prototypical implementation of the proposed
KM system is based on 20,000 legal documents and is currently evaluated in cooperation with a Big 4
accounting company.
Keywords: Knowledge Management System, Legal Information Retrieval, Recommendation
System, Text Mining.

1

Introduction

Organizations make use of knowledge management systems to leverage their knowledge resources in
order to sustain competitive advantage in volatile environments (Kankanhalli et al., 2005). Such constantly changing requirements are particularly evident at the intersection of law and business. The
sheer number of laws published on different levels (e.g. international, national, regional) forces enterprises and wealthy individuals to draw upon professional legal services that ensure their compliance
with current legal regulations. To keep an eye on changing regulations, law and consulting firms employ open government data published by the public authorities of over 50 countries (Jetzek et al.,
2013) and several intergovernmental organizations (e.g. OECD). Especially the vast amount of machine-readable legislative open data serves as a huge and indispensable information repository. However, it also makes finding relevant information a labour and knowledge intensive task, especially
since the information is presented differently on each portal (Boella et al., 2012).
Against this backdrop, we propose a knowledge management system that can support and enhance the
organizational processes of knowledge creation, storage/retrieval, transfer, and application (Alavi and
Leidner, 2001) by legal professions. In more detail, our system addresses the issues at an auditing, tax,
and management consultancy, which performs repetitive, time-consuming tasks to group, analyse, and
communicate the contents of legal documents. We consider the example of a consulting firm and its
group of legal researchers who screen the pages of governments and intergovernmental organizations
to identify novel and relevant changes concerning the topics (i) compliance, (ii) taxes, (iii) general le-
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gal conditions, and (iv) disclosure. The necessary information within the relevant documents is aggregated manually and evaluated afterwards to create comprehensive reports. By now, the initial documents are not reused or further exploited. We address these existing inefficiencies by proposing an IT
solution which automatically collects and stores all kinds of legal and legislative documents. The system enables the retrieval of documents and the knowledge transfer among legal researchers. To this
end, we rely on a combination of traditional text mining to extract the most informative parts of legal
documents, and recommendation techniques. Our collaborative recommendation procedure is based on
the users’ history and shares the implicit knowledge about the perceived relevance of documents with
co-workers. In addition, the system engages users in explicit knowledge sharing by providing a collaborative editing component. Documents in the database can be labelled manually with key descriptors, which are in turn used to improve the retrieval results of all users.
However, the automatic processing of legal texts by text mining and information retrieval algorithms
poses several challenges. Legal texts are formulated in a language which complicates their automatic
processing, are multilingual, and require an efficient scalable processing due to the ever-increasing
volume of published documents. The present paper addresses these challenges in the following ways.
First, we review related literature and highlight gaps of legal knowledge management, which motivate
our research. In sum, it can be said, that only few IS studies consider the application of information
systems in the legal domain (Knackstedt et al., 2013). Next, we introduce our knowledge management
system as an IT artefact applied in the legal domain, following the design-oriented research paradigm
according to Hevner et al. (2004) and focus in this research-in-progress on the corresponding design
cycle. To conduct a proper evaluation, we develop a web-based user interface in close cooperation
with practitioners.

2

Related Work

Alavi and Leidner (2001) describe different views of knowledge which may lead to different perceptions of knowledge management (KM). In the context of our research, we take the perspective that
knowledge is a condition of access to information, which implies that KM systems have to provide
effective search and retrieval mechanisms for locating relevant information (McQueen, 1998). Plenty
of research has been conducted on how to organize and structure documents as a base for knowledge
creation in organizations. The information of documents created in the organization was leveraged by
Kankanhalli et al. (2011), who investigate the effects of (internal) knowledge reuse through electronic
repositories in the context of customer service support. Mourtzis and Doukas (2014) propose to support the design and manufacturing of customised products with a systematic capturing and storing of
case-specific knowledge from earlier intragroup engineering projects. However, external sources of
information may also be an important mean of knowledge acquisition. Trappey and Trappey (2008)
collected patent documents for the implementation of a R&D knowledge management system. Cheng
et al. (2009) use news data and industry databases to build a financial KM system. RodriguezEnriquez et al. (2016) propose a supply chain KM system to retrieve documents as a decision base for
e-procurement by including several external data sources like social media or product websites.
Alavi and Leidner (2001) state that besides creation, storage, and retrieval, the knowledge transfer is
an essential domain of knowledge management. This process, through which individuals are affected
by the experience of others, can be supported by IT, too (Ko et al., 2005). One possibility are Wikis
for the collaborative modification of the underlying content (Wagner, 2004). Several researchers examine the suitability of collaborative document editing for efficient knowledge management (Begoña
and Carmen, 2011; He and Yang, 2016; Schaffert, 2006). (Wu et al., 2010) introduce a collaborative
authoring approach with similarities to traditional wiki systems. Besides the creation of content, users
are encouraged to categorize documents with pre-defined document hierarchies supported by text clustering algorithms. Nevertheless, other researches argue that wikis suffer from several drawbacks (e.g.
creation of repositories is laborious and costly, repositories are often ignored by workers) which limit
their suitability for knowledge management (Kiniti and Standing, 2013). Therefore, other approaches
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proliferated in recent years. One promising approach to transfer knowledge among workers are recommendation systems (Ko et al., 2005).
Generally, recommendation approaches can be categorized into (i) content-based methods, where similarity between items (e.g. documents) is taken into account, and (ii) collaborative approaches, where
recommendations are based on users with similar preferences (e.g. search history) in the past (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). Li et al. (2006), for example, introduce such a collaborative recommendation approach in the context of knowledge sharing on the specific example of music selection. Zhen
et al. (2010) propose an inter-enterprise knowledge recommender system to deliver the proper
knowledge to the proper people at the example of a manufacturing enterprise in China. The appropriate information is provided by a recommendation engine which is built on top of a rule and constraint
set previously assembled by domain experts. To assist users to identify experts in a knowledge management system, Li et al. (2011) suggest an expert recommendation system. The recommendations are
generated based on text clustering of previously rated documents in the knowledge repository. Furthermore, Li et al. (2011) argue that using text mining techniques helps to reduce drawbacks stemming
from manual assigned categorizations and rules in knowledge management systems.
Unfortunately, in some domains, text mining is especially challenging. Legal and legislative texts pose
such an example as they, often contain ambiguous and vague legal terms and furthermore, are typically context- and time-dependent (Knackstedt et al., 2014). For this reason, the automatic processing of
legal documents has been extensively researched from a technological point of view. We categorized
the corresponding literature based on the utilized text mining techniques and identified three different
main groups: (i) classification/clustering of legal texts, (ii) information extraction, and (iii) natural
language processing. Francesconi and Passerini (2007), Maat et al. (2010), Lin et al. (2012), Boella et
al. (2013), and Lin et al. (2015) try to structure the huge amount of legal and legislative texts by document classification. Information extraction from legal and legislative documents uses predefined
rules (Agnoloni and Tiscornia, 2010; Jackson et al., 2003; Varga and Edmonds, 2016) or machine
learning (Lippi and Torroni, 2016) in order to resolve references between documents (Tran et al.,
2013), or extract key terms (Lagos et al., 2010). Natural language processing techniques allow for
building Q&A Systems (Rodrigo et al., 2013), which enables citizens to ask questions about law or
implement a topic modelling approaches to monitor emerging topics in legislation (Hagen et al.,
2015).
This technology-focused research serves as foundation for comprehensive KM systems in the legal
domain. Bianchi et al. (2009) combine several tools to support legal professions in exploring a complex corpus of norms and documents. They propose retrieval techniques in the legal domain and design a user interface, which is then used for the comparison of a corpus of legislative XML-files. Savvas and Bassiliades (2009) address the challenges arising from the great volume of administrative
documents. Adopting an ontology, which represents the public administration structure, assists citizens
and businesses in interpreting legislative content. Boella et al. (2012) determine requirements for a
knowledge management system to maintain regulatory compliance. The authors suggest that the system should consist of a legal ontology to express legal concepts and supporting natural language processing techniques. The challenges are illustrated on a set of European regulations in the financial domain. Other researchers also build their legal knowledge management system on top of legal ontologies (Antonini et al., 2013) and in addition use text mining to classify content automatically (TelloLeal et al., 2015). Closest to our work is ‘Eunomos’, a legal document management system introduced
by Boella et al. (2011). ‘Eunomos’ enables users to research laws and legal concepts via a web-based
user interface. It enables traditional keyword retrieval and the search of similar legislations in a database using previously determined topic categories. However, ‘Eunomos’ suffers from a number of
drawbacks which motivate our research. Firstly, ‘Eunomos’ classifies documents based on their entire
content. We hypothesize that the results of document comparison could be improved by only extracting certain parts (i.e. important key facts) from legal texts. Secondly, Boella et al. (2011) completely
neglect aspects that enable the knowledge transfer among users although this is an overall objective of
a comprehensive KM solution. We aim to address the challenge of knowledge sharing and transfer by
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implementing a collaborative recommendation approach. Finally, ‘Eunomos’ stores data in a relational
database. We argue, that a graph-based storage is more effective as the main purpose of a recommendation system is to identify relationships between documents and users.

3

Technical Specifications of the Artefact

Figure 1 illustrates the components of our artefact, which are explained in detail in the next sections.
Data Collection

Preprocessing and Feature Building
Machine Translation

Information Extraction

Web crawler

Storage
Graph database

Meta data

3.1

Search

Keywords/Entities

User upload

Figure 1.

User Interface

References

Edit

Recommend

Description of the artefact

Data Collection

Our artefact is currently instantiated with a collection of 20,000 legislative texts, which we automatically crawled from government websites. We implemented a system that makes use of a technique
called ‘focused web crawling’. Focused crawling is a technique that assesses the relevance of a page
before downloading it and therefore enables to collect pages related to a given topic (Diligenti et al.,
2000). This is essential, as we only want to collect legal-related publications from the currently fifteen
government websites in our repository. For each (differently structured) website we define a set of
seed pages as starting point for a recursive document search as described by Tsoi et al. (2003). Furthermore, a predefined set of site-specific rules, like file path, file format (e.g. .pdf), and anchor tags
on the HTML page (Pant et al., 2004) are used to determine if a document is relevant before being
stored. To keep the database up-to-date, the software automatically revisits each website periodically
and downloads novel documents. One drawback is the need for continuous maintaining of the rules if
the structure of the target webpages changes. Another source of valuable information are the users of
the system themselves. The prototype allows for adding any legal or legislative document to the database that is currently of interest to the user.

3.2

Data Preprocessing and Feature Building

One characteristic of legislative texts is that they are typically written in the official language of the
respective country that publishes them. Automatic processing of multi-lingual texts is particularly
challenging as text mining is, in simple terms, counting the intersections of words. There are many
possibilities to overcome difficulties arising from multiple languages, like for example, Latent Semantic Indexing (Wei et al., 2008) or Artificial Neural Nets (Lauly et al., 2014). These algorithms are usually trained using a parallel corpus (same content in different languages) and able to transfer the
learned models onto unseen documents afterwards. Besides such unstructured corpuses, cross-lingual
text mining makes use of structured knowledge bases, too. Wikipedia, for instance, is used for document relatedness calculation (Nastase and Strube, 2013; Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) and text classification (Ni et al., 2011). Another possibility to handle multilingual text is the transformation into a single language using a machine translation approach. This approach has been unpopular in the past due
to poor quality, but recent advantages in this field motivated researchers to use machine translation in
preprocessing steps (Balahur and Turchi, 2014; Erdmann et al., 2014; Pecina et al., 2014). Our artifact
follows a machine translation approach to handle multilingual legal documents and transforms them
into a single language. Machine translation may suffer from syntactic problems (e.g. tense or negation)
or can have quality issues if the word order in the languages differ. However, as our system relies on
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individual keywords instead of on the overall textual content, the word order is of minor importance.
Another general issue are semantic problems, like polysemy (words with multiple meanings), but with
the utilization of deep learning methods, this could be alleviated by considering context windows
around each word (Guo et al., 2014). We use the Microsoft Translator API (www.microsoft.com/enus/translator), which is based on neural networks and hence benefits from the extensive research on
word sense disambiguation in recent years (Chen et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2013).
Subsequently, we extract named entities from the documents. Named entities are terms describing real
word objects, like for example, companies or locations. (Carreras et al., 2002). While early systems
used hand-crafted rules defined by linguists, today the most commonly employed technique is machine learning (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). These systems are supervised (or semi-supervised) and
train themselves on a set of labeled input data (containing positive and negative examples of named
entities) in order to automatically induce extraction rules. Nadeau and Sekine (2007) provide a comprehensive literature review on entity extraction and on the frequently employed algorithms. More
recent research focuses on the capability of deep learning for entity extraction (Lample et al., 2016;
Santos and Guimaraes, 2015). We evaluated different tools and finally choose to apply IBM AlchemyAPI (www.alchemyapi.com), which is based on neural networks and a large proprietary training
corpus (Hsu, 2016), as well as a framework called spaCy (www.spacy.io). We consider both tools as
black boxes, as they do not provide detailed information about the underlying algorithms. Nevertheless, they have been successfully applied in previous studies (Jiang et al., 2016; Rizzo and Troncy,
2011). We combine both tools by using the overlap of the returned results, similar to Jiang et al.
(2016). Thus, we are able to identify five different types of entities: (i) Locations (e.g. countries, regions), (ii) persons, (iii) organizations (e.g. Parliament, foreign affairs council), (iv) field terminologies (e.g. minister, presidential election), and numeric types (e.g. date, monetary values). In addition,
we use AlchemyAPI to extract keywords. These keywords (and their importance expressed as percentage value) are also determined using deep learning techniques (Hsu, 2016). The reason for only extracting a limited amount of information instead of exploiting the full content can be attributed to the
characteristics of legal language. Knackstedt et al. (2014) describe the language as intentionally vague
and ambiguous, which makes the capturing of the relevant parts difficult, especially for computers.
Category

Publishing
Date

Title

Reference

Keyword
0.44

Keyword
0.43

Entity:
Organization

(Legislative acts) DIRECTIVES DIRECTIVE 2014/66/EU OF THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 15 May 2014
Intra-corporate transferees should benefit from at least the same terms and conditions of employment as posted workers whose
employer is established on the territory of the Union, as defined by Directive 96/71/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council Member States should require that intra-corporate transferees enjoy equal treatment with nationals occupying
comparable positions as regards the remuneration which will be granted during the entire transfer. Each Member State should be
responsible for checking the remuneration granted to the intra-corporate transferees during their stay on its territory. That is
intended to protect workers and guarantee fair competition between undertakings established in a Member State and those
established in a third country, as it ensures that the latter will not be able to benefit from lower labour standards to take any
competitive advantage.
Keyword
0.61

Figure 2.

Entity:
Organization

Keyword
0.53

Keyword
0.56

Keyword
0.94

Keyword
0.71

Keyword
0.49

Features extracted from an exemplary document

Normative references found in the majority of legal and law texts are another important feature. Such
references indicate that a legal regulation rests on another law, or extends existing regulations. Therefore, we conclude that intersections of references in legal texts indicate that these texts deal with similar topics. Legal references can be extracted by supervised machine learning (Tran et al., 2013) or by
predefined rules (Palmirani et al., 2003). We implement an approach with similarities to Palmirani et
al. (2003) and define country-specific rules to extract references from law texts. References among
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legal texts are often differently abbreviated (e.g. TEU for “Treaty on European Union”). To resolve
this issue, we collected legal abbreviations from Wikipedia, which offers an extensive list for different
languages. Figure 2 shows our extracted features by the example of a legislative act of the European
Union. We extracted three types of meta data (category, title, and publishing date), one reference to
another EU Directive and nine keywords or named entities. For each keyword, the AlchemyAPI returns a relevance score, which we later use to calculate similarities among documents.

3.3

Similarity Calculation and Recommendation Generation

As our system is mainly focused on the relationship between documents and users, we use a graphbased storage approach. A graph database employs nodes, which are connected by edges to represent
the relationship between them. Properties allow to store information that relates to nodes (Angles and
Gutierrez, 2008). We store the following elements as nodes: (i) users who interact with the system, (ii)
documents (including their full text as property), and (iii) the features we extracted in section 3.2.
Documents are connected to users if they assessed them as relevant (via the user interface), and connected to features if they are included therein. Furthermore, the edges between keywords and documents contain the relevance score determined by the AlchemyAPI. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of
our graph database.

Graph Database

User

Documents
A
Features

B

Directive
96/71/EC

C

Legislative
acts

Labour
standards

European
Parliament

Figure 3.

D

Employment

Exemplary excerpt of our graph database

To generate recommendations of potentially relevant documents, a similarity calculation among documents is required. If a document is highly similar to documents a user has considered before, we can
assume that this document is of interest to this particular user, too. The graph-based structure allows
for the calculation of two different types of similarities: (i) content-based similarity of documents and
(ii) document-based collaborative similarity. The rationale behind the content-based similarity is that,
similar documents reference to similar features (entities, keywords, references and metadata) in the
graph. Therefore, a simple option to determine document similarity is to measure the overlap of common features. However, this may lack of quality since, for example, we want to identify similarities of
documents, which do not share any feature in the graph. If we would just use the overlap of features,
documents A and D (see Figure 3) would not have any similarities at all. However, in our graph, these
documents are connected by document B as A and B share one feature and B and D three features.
More precisely, A and D are connected by a short path and, therefore, tend to have a content-related
similarity. With an increasing number of nodes and edges, such calculations become computationally
expensive. To cope with this problem we implement the SimRank algorithm proposed by Jeh and
Widom (2002). SimRank measures similarities of nodes using their relationship to other objects in the
graph. A modified version of SimRank allows to take weighted edges and therefore to take the importance of keywords into account (Antonellis et al., 2008).
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If a user assesses (via the user interface) a document as relevant (‘liked’) or irrelevant (‘dislike’), the
information is stored by creating an edge between the user and the document node labelled with 1 or 0,
respectively. Against this backdrop, we calculate an item-based collaborative similarity for documents
or, in other words, the similarity between documents using the user preferences in the graph (Deshpande and Karypis, 2004). We assume two documents to be similar if they were often considered relevant or irrelevant together. We employ a modified version of the jaccard similarity coefficient to
measure the size of the intersection of ‘likes’ and ‘dislikes’ among all users. The jaccard similarity is
one possible measure for recommender systems in case that only binary relevance information is
available (IJntema et al., 2010). According to our adopted jaccard coefficient, the similarity between
document A and B is calculated by dividing the total number of users that ‘like’ both documents and
the total number of users that ‘dislike’ both documents by the total amount of ‘likes’ and ‘dislikes’ of
A or B. In the example depicted in Figure 3, two users like both documents, none dislikes them and
the total amount equals five. The result (0.4) is the overlap that A and B share and may be interpreted
as their similarity score. To leverage the content and the collaborative information, we combine both
similarity values using a weighted average (80% content-based + 20% user-based) as proposed by AlHassan et al. (2015). The final score allows to generate recommendations, by suggesting the most similar documents for each currently viewed document to a user.

4

Evaluation and User Interface of the Artefact

The evaluation of our system is conducted twofold, as we aim to apply traditional recommendation
system evaluation and approaches from KM research. First, we need quantifiable factors to determine
the quality of the recommendations and thus of the proposed similarity calculation itself. Precision and
Recall, for example, are well-established metrics to assess recommendation system quality by comparing the user history of ‘liked’ documents with provided recommendations (Cremonesi et al., 2010).
Second, the user acceptance of a KM system plays a major role for the success of a KM initiative
(Bals et al., 2007). IS research has developed well-established technology acceptance models (e.g.
TAM, UTAUT) (Davis, 1989; Venkatesh et al., 2003) that measure factors influencing the acceptance
of technology. Several studies have adapted these models for the evaluation of KM systems (Bals et
al., 2007; Chen and Huang, 2010; Lin et al., 2004). To conduct our own user acceptance study, we are
currently implementing a prototypical system at a Big 4 accounting company. To this end, we put forward a questionnaire aligned at the model of Lin et al. (2004). The authors include the perceived userfriendliness, individual factors (e.g. attitude), and organizational factors (e.g. the system’s fit into the
everyday work context) to better measure the perceived usefulness (and thus acceptance) of KM systems. We furthermore intend to incorporate influencing factors (e.g. top-management support) drawn
from Bals et al. (2007). As prerequisite for a user-centric evaluation, we provide a prototypical webbased user interface (see Figure 4), which offers (i) keyword search with filtering options, (ii) a detailed view of the retrieved documents containing the extracted descriptors, and (iii) a list of the most
similar documents. Therefore, each individual user needs a user account, which allows to map his or
her preferences to the database (cf. section 3.3) and to receive personalized proactive alerts in case
new similar documents are crawled. Furthermore, we allow users to edit the automatically extracted
keywords and references by clicking on the button “View entire list”.
Finally, after carrying out the system-centric and user-centric evaluation, we have to assess the benefit
of the proposed legal KM system. However, this is a difficult task. Jennex et al. (2007) describe KM
success as a multidimensional construct including process and outcome measures. The aim of our final
evaluation is to assess both: (i) Does the system improve legal research processes, which are currently
time-consuming, in terms of efficiency, and (ii) does the artefact improve our practice partner’s outcome in terms of quality and response speed (e.g. more comprehensive reports, enhanced recommendations for action related to legal changes)? We intent to employ a framework introduced by Fischer et
al. (2011), who calculate the return on investment of a KM system using predefined metrics (e.g. time
saved per employee) to estimate its value.
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Figure 4.

5

User Interface of the Legal Knowledge Management System

Expected Contribution and Future Work

In this paper, we propose to leverage the potential of graph databases, text mining, and recommender
systems for the retrieval and collaborative management of legal and legislative documents. We take
the perspective that knowledge is a condition of access to information (McQueen, 1998) and show that
our artefact fulfils the requirements for KM systems to create, store, transfer, and apply knowledge in
an organization (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). The raw data collected by the web crawler or uploaded by
users is transformed to information by categorization, automatic keyword annotation, and the possibility for user-based keyword editing. The storage and retrieval functionalities benefit from the advantages of a scalable graph database, which contains the relations between documents, features, and
users. The transfer of implicit knowledge of the users is facilitated by the collaborative recommendation component, which generates document recommendations based on the relevance feedback of other users. Finally, the web-based user interface supports the application of knowledge at a consultancy
firm. We expect that the artefact improves the processes of legal research, collaboration, and coordination in terms of quality and efficiency through timely and automatic routing of work-related documents. To find support for this assumption, we are currently working on a rigorous evaluation of the
system which poses a difficult and time-consuming task. For reliable results, the trial period must involve a sufficient number of participants and consider their level of expertise, as well as various relevant theories (e.g. prospect theory). After completing the evaluation several opportunities for further
research and functional improvements of the KM artefact arise. As the similarity calculation between
legal documents is of fundamental importance, more sophisticated feature extraction methods hold the
potential to improve the results of the entire system. Moreover, it would be conceivable that users with
different information needs call for different document features. Therefore, the presented legal KM
system can be extended by determining user-specific feature weightings for the similarity calculation
(cf. Section 3.3). If, for example, a user’s area of responsibility requires working more often with documents from a particular source, machine learning algorithms can be employed to take such characteristics into account.
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